
Get access to RAC Breakdown and LEI products and sell to your customers 
 
You can get access to the RAC’s breakdown products on the RAC Broker Portal and 
on the Acturis system.    
 
This means you can benefit from selling products backed by one of the UK’s leading 

breakdown providers and a trusted brand for over 125 years.  

 

“Single and multi-vehicle breakdown for both personal and commercial lines 
business” 

 

The products include single and multi-vehicle breakdown for both personal and 

commercial lines business, so whether your client book is commercial, personal 

lines or a mixture of both, you can now offer RAC breakdown for all your customers’ 

vehicles. 

The breakdown cover is for all vehicle types from cars and vans, up to HGV’s and 

specialist vehicle types, and includes a variety of business uses such as public & 

private hire, hire and reward and many more.   

Thanks to RAC’s terms and conditions, all vehicle types and uses are also covered 

under one single policy wording, so document management is simple for you and 

your customers.   

The product rates are competitive with multi-vehicle discounts and flexible 

commission adjustments, meaning you can provide the right price to your customer 

whilst retaining a healthy commission.  

Breakdown cover options include Roadside, Recovery, At Home, Onward Travel and 

European Motoring Assistance. Plus, Mis-fuel is included as standard on all cover 

levels. Plus, short term European coming soon…  

RAC Breakdown Cover offers better flexibility for your business and more choice for 

your customers. Not to mention our quality of service at the roadside, which is built 

on a repair over recover culture.  



To get started and get access to the RAC breakdown products come and visit us on 

stand D81 at the BIBA conference

Or contact one of the team:  

James Ogilvie  

07813 008803  

jogilvie@rac.co.uk 

 

Simon Berry 

07966 977 913 

sberry@rac.co.uk 

 

Getting set up:  

You can be set up and trading within 2 weeks and benefit from selling products backed by one of the 
UK’s leading breakdown providers and a trusted brand for over 125 years. RAC Breakdown Cover 
offers better flexibility for your business and more choice for your customers. Not to mention our 
quality of service at the roadside, which is built on a repair over recover culture. One simple, product 
journey and policy document can cover everything from cars, vans and minibuses to heavy goods 
vehicles across varied business disciplines, on either a standalone or add-on product basis. The RAC’s 
flexible proposition enables commercial or personal lines brokers to choose breakdown products to 
suit a customer’s business, vehicle and cover level requirements from single assets to mixed fleets.  
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